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UPGRADING the Identity
Ecosystems in AFRICA
By Dr. Joseph J. Atick, Executive Chairman, ID4Africa
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In developed nations, people routinely assert their identities dozens of times a day. They
do it effortlessly through many different means and for many different purposes; they do it
so much so, that asserting one’s identity has blended into the fabric of habitual actions that
people do in a modern society.
Unfortunately, this is still far from being the case for sub-Saharan Africa with its billion
identities, where identification continues to be a real chore and a daily challenge for
ordinary people and for the institutions that are supposed to deliver services to them. In
many ways, lack of robust identification on the Continent has contributed to marginalization
and exclusion; people often opt not to participate in the institutions of their state, because
of the effort of proving who they are. This is the nightmare scenario for the development
agenda whose fundamental tenants are built on inclusiveness for all, and which looks to
spread the fruits of development across all sectors of society.

But how did Africa find itself in this situation where many
identification systems lack coverage and are not fit to serve
current needs? There are many factors that have contributed
to this over time; some are the result of missteps along the
path of state building post-independence, some are the direct
consequence of the absence of civil registration institutions
because they were destroyed during conflicts or because they
never existed in a decentralized fashion, and some are due to the
geographical challenges that have been exacerbated by artificially
drawn colonial borders. A single factor is enough to render efforts
to build identification systems a major challenge, let alone so
many that have come together into the perfect storm that has
prevented the emergence of robust and inclusive identification
systems in the continent.
It is interesting to note that Identification has for the most
part been tied to citizenship and nationality in Africa, which
made these systems political and divisive. There was no view
of identity as an enabler of service delivery in the past. So
significant investments over the years went into building voter
registers which were constructed through ad-hoc campaigns.
These systems were not sustainable. After the elections, the
registers were neglected for lack of funding or because of post
electoral conflict, and they were revisited again at the time of
the next elections. Biometrics was introduced and was sold as
the panacea for ensuring one vote per one person. But they were
often not introduced as part of institutionalized national identity
schemes that are permanent, continuous and independent of
political control.
Long story short, current African identification systems leave
a lot to be desired for, despite national and donor investments
that tried to build them over the years. It is safe to say that for
the most part out of the billion or so people in sub-Saharan
Africa, only one in 5 is in possession of means of identification

that is performant and convenient. Among the segments of the
population that continue to be disproportionately outside the
identity systems are the children, the women, the poor and
vulnerable and those living in rural or hard to reach areas.

Time for change
The current situation is unacceptable in our time. We live in an
era where the global community now appreciates the important
role identity plays in the support of human development. This
is the era of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which
explicitly in goal 16.9, call for establishing legal identity for all,
including birth registration by 2030. This short sentence was
not added to the roster of the SDGs overnight or taken lightly,
it was the outcome of years of work on the part of many people
passionate about identity that have evangelized the international
community, by arguing for the positive effects of identification
on development. Luckily, we are also now in the post Aadhaar
era, which in India has been shown to change the foundations
by which a government can empower its people through digital
transformation across all segments of the population. Aadhaar
has demonstrated that through judicious identity management,
the impact of social protection and economic development could
be magnified and made more inclusive.
Accomplishing this objective, is what led to the foundation of
ID4Africa as a move^y^rment of advocacy and empowerment,
and there are many reasons for optimism and for belief that this
time we have the chance, working together and by leveraging
some of the pioneering work of some of the African countries that
have made strides in building modern identification systems, to
finally get it right for all of Africa.
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ID4Africa: A tripartite inclusive 			
pan-African movement
ID4Africa, may be a young movement, but it has already
founded a community by capturing the minds and hearts of a
large group of people passionate about facing the identification
challenges to build a more equitable Africa. These are people
that believe legal identity for all must be assured within the
frameworks of human rights and dignity, as delineated by the
various pronunciations of the United Nations, including SDG
16.9.
What is different about this movement is its inclusiveness. In
addition to being pan-African, open to all African countries, it
recognizes that identification is not the exclusive occupation of
a single institution within a country, instead it operates under
the principle that identity concerns all and hence it recruits all
civil servants that work in any institution that deals with identity
and not just those that work for the national identity authorities.
The movement is freely open to all of those that can benefit from
exchange of knowledge related to identity matters.

Teaming with the development agencies is essential to ensure
that funding is available to finance projects, but also to build
technical capacity and conduct assessment of progress across
the continent, using tools and capabilities only available to
such agencies.

In addition, since its inception, ID4Africa recognized that
for success two other stakeholders must be integral partners
in its mission. The first are the international development
agencies—such as the World Bank, The African Development
Bank, USAID, The French Development Agency, UNDP, etc.
Those have historically been providers of funding and general
programmatic assistance. In recent times (over the last five years)
the development agencies have been developing their identity
practices through initiatives such as ID4D which were founded
about the same time as ID4Africa with clear cross-fertilization
between both. Teaming with the development agencies is
essential to ensure that funding is available to finance projects,
but also to build technical capacity and conduct assessment of
progress across the continent, using tools and capabilities only
available to such agencies. As such we see them as institutions
with a very important role to play in the development of the
identification ecosystems in Africa. Having them be integral to
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the ID4Africa movement as partners (some of whom are even
represented on our Board of Advisors and are actively guiding the
movement) adds tremendous value and ensures that the efforts
are coordinated between the various parties seeking to develop
and launch identification systems.
The second additional stakeholder is the private sector or
industry, in the form of the technology and solutions providers.
These are ultimately the ones that will, through their innovations,
implement solutions to overcome the African identification
challenges. They must be aware of where the needs are, what
the opportunities could be, and they need to add a dimension of
realism to expectations of what is possible. They also have the
means to support the activities of the movement by sponsoring
our annual meetings where the exchange of knowledge takes
place. For all these reasons, industry was brought in from day one
as an integral partner in the ID4Africa tripartite: Government,
Development Agencies and Industry.

Birth of a movement
The movement, launched in 2014, held its inaugural meeting
in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania in June 2015; the event was a make
or break moment for the movement. It was held in the shadow of
skepticism about the ability of anyone to unite on a large scale,
the African community around a subject as controversial as
identity. Nevertheless, over 300 people, including representatives
of 27 African nations, attended the kickoff event and made the
ongoing need for ID4Africa very clear.

It was remarkable, not just because attendance doubled in
the one year since inauguration, but because of the passion
and intensity that were palpable throughout the sessions.

The inaugural meeting was followed by a milestone event
in Kigali, Rwanda in 2016 that solidified the status of the
movement and established the agenda for the next few years. The
Kigali meeting reunited over 600 individuals representing the
three main groups of the tripartite. It was remarkable, not just
because attendance doubled in the one year since inauguration,
but because of the passion and intensity that were palpable
throughout the sessions. The strength and sustainability of the
movement were clear to anyone that attended that meeting; it was
apparent that this was a force to be reckoned with. Kigali pushed
away any lingering doubts.

In the aftermath of the Kigali meeting many more African
government institutions became active within the movement
through the various channels of engagement created for them. For
example, they nominated representatives to become ID4Africa
Ambassadors; shortly after Kigali, the movement appointed
Ambassadors in 21 African countries, representing over 75% of
sub-Saharan Africa in population. The Ambassadors, one per
country, are civil servants that act as liaisons between ID4Africa
and their country’s identity institutions and governments.
They ensure that their country’s issues are represented in the
movement’s agenda and at the Annual Meeting

The African institutions and their Ambassadors also
participated heavily in shaping the agenda for the 3rd edition of
the Annual Meeting, which is taking place April 26-28, 2017 in
Windhoek Namibia. They diligently worked to constitute official
national delegations to that meeting. As of today, 43 African
Nations are sending sizeable delegations, representing the
diverse stakeholders in their countries.
Today over 800 participants are registered to the Namibia
event, with 350 of them being African government delegates,
nominated by their country-double the African government
figure for Kigali. They will benefit from a full and groundbreaking
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The priorities for dialogue in the 3rd edition include
applications of identification systems to reinforce democracy, support
healthcare, build inclusive financial platforms and institutions, reinforce
Civil registration and e-government initiatives and combat identity
fraud and enhance security.

three-day program designed to respond to what the 2nd edition
identified as priorities. It will be accompanied by one of the
largest identity and biometrics expositions in the world where
over 90 international leading companies will exhibit and
demonstrate their latest capabilities in identity technologies and
solutions, all adapted for Africa.
The priorities for dialogue in the 3rd edition include
applications of identification systems to reinforce democracy,
support healthcare, build inclusive financial platforms and
institutions, reinforce Civil registration and e-government
initiatives and combat identity fraud and enhance security. In
addition, focus, will be on cross border and regional identity,
where the World Bank, ECOWAS, African Union Commission,
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IOM, among others (including leading representatives of the
industry), will address the importance of developing identity
schemes that interoperate among African nations to facilitate
free movement and economic exchange.
The overall objective of the third meeting remains consistent
with the tactical objectives of the movement: to help governments
and development organizations understand the social and
economic impact of identity systems, assess the current state of
affairs of the identity ecosystems in Africa, identify opportunities
for engagement and collaboration and transfer the experiences of
others and build capacity, all while getting exposure to the latest
industrial capabilities presented by the world technology and
solution leaders.

A movement on the move: 			
looking beyond Namibia
The Namibia event has yet to take place, nevertheless,
the ID4Africa secretariat, with approval from the board of
advisors, has signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU)
with another African nation that has stepped up to the plate to
be the host for 2018. This country will be announced during
the Namibia meeting in a special session. The secretariat is
currently exploring options and examining expressions of
interest for the host country for 2019.
From day one, the vision was to keep the Movement on
the move from one African country to another, giving access
based on merit and commitment, without being inf luenced by
any other factors and without giving privilege to any group or
region.

Understanding Africa’s needs: 			
the Annual Surveys
In its attempts to promote the f low of information and to
quantify it, ID4Africa has instated the tradition of Annual
African Government ID Survey. The surveys give the African
Delegates the opportunity to provide input as to their priorities
and needs. The results are analyzed and communicated in a
special intelligence report to all three stakeholders, but in
particular to the industr y and the development agencies,
w ith the goal of helping them better understand Africa’s
identification needs, so that they can ensure their presentations
and their offerings are more pertinent and impactful.
The surveys are also used by ID4Africa to inform the agenda
for its next annual meeting in 2018, by trying to create content
that is responsive to clear and present African government
needs.
The 2017 sur vey was ver y revealing. It shows Africa’s
priorities are focused on pragmatically putting in place and
operationalizing as soon as possible, f lexible, robust, high
coverage ID systems that can leverage their ID data in support
of sectorial identification needs. Throughout, the priorities
seem to be driven by national concerns and not by regional or
global considerations at this stage of early development.

Some highlights of the findings of the 2017 survey
include (see full report for details):
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Healthcare, where 85% believe their country’s
Healthcare System is in dire need for a functional,
modern and responsive ID scheme to deal with a
myriad of applications within the health sector.
Harmonization of ID systems: Integration,
linking, etc, of ID databases, systems &
institutions including NID with CRVS, voter with
NID, as well as functional ID. Many are calling for
an end to fragmentation.
Capacity building and training.
Across the board interest in adopting biometrics.
Low levels of satisfaction with current
implementations.
Across the board needs for ID solutions.
Francophone needs seem to be greater than
Anglophones, even though both have significant
needs.

The survey demonstrates that all three stakeholders in
ID4Africa have a lot to do on the road to construct ID systems
for Africa.

Our Mission adheres to the Principles of open
Knowledge
In order to promote the responsible adoption of digital
identity to enhance people’s lives, and empower them to claim
and exercise their rights from birth-to-death, we believe we
need to promote access to knowledge and information by the
identity stakeholders, so that policies and investments about
identity systems are informed and based on sound evidence and
experience.
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Our objective all along has been to democratize information.
To make it available to everyone on an equal basis, so that
decisions are made using the same data. We continually call
upon all governments, development agencies and the industry to
adhere to such level of transparency. The responses have been
phenomenal. The development agencies have been stepping
up their output, with reports and information and technical
and economic studies that are all freely available for African
consumption. The industry is accepting standardization and
benchmarking, and governments are coming forward willing
to share their experiences in the form of dos and don’ts for the
benefit of others in Africa.
One recent guiding document that we believe will leave a deep
mark is the Principles on Identification. These 10 principles,
which were developed by a consortium of international identity
stakeholders (including ID4Africa) facilitated by the World Bank
and the Center For Global Development, can enhance the benefits
of identity systems and protect against their risks. ID4Africa
officially endorsed these principles and urged all African identity
authorities to practice them in their implementations of identity
schemes.
This open knowledge ecosystem is constantly being reinforced
by a code of ethics that is pertinent and that is natural to embrace.

There are many reasons to be optimistic
about the future
In just under three years, a lot has been accomplished. The
ID4Africa family has grown significantly and it is now a voice
that helps Africa articulate how it intends to solve its own
identification problems. The movement has given access to
knowledge and facilitated the exchange, but ultimately it is the
African nations that are consuming this knowledge and turning
it into actions. It is a movement that is empowering talent on the
Continent to do what is required. Africa will get it done, whether
it is adopting new technologies, reforming existing laws and
institutions, building capacity and expertise, sensitizing the
public, and reforming government services to rely on transparent
and accountable methods of service delivery, it will be done.
ID4Africa will accompany the African nations in this journey for
as long as required and for as long as they express the need for
this movement and for as long as we together can continue to
make a difference in Africa. Join us!

ID4Africa Code of Ethics
1.
2.
3.

We recognize that all people are born free and equal in dignity.
We respect and recognize the fundamental human rights with which each person is endowed.
We respect and recognize the moral values, religions, customs, traditions and the cultures of the communities we
work with, and the religious freedom of all individuals.
4. We conduct our activities with the highest ethical standards, to ensure integrity, honesty, and moral values in all
our dealings.
5. We recognize that all people are entitled to recognition of their identity through the protection and rule of law and
through a reliable, trusted identification system that does not discriminate and that safeguards their liberty and
rights, including their privacy and the protection of their personal data.
6. We are committed to communicating accurate and pertinent information regarding identity systems.
7. We use merit to select among competing propositions and options related to our events and actions. We will never
be a willing partner to corruption, bribery or any other financial improprieties, illegalities or misconduct.
8. We strive to act always in accordance with the humanitarian principle of Do-No-Harm. Consequently, we do not
support any identity system that negatively impacts the well-being of the people we are trying to help.
9. We strive to ensure that our activities maintain our respect for and avoid a negative impact on the environment.
10. We are not part of or controlled or influenced by any government or intergovernmental agency nor are we affiliated
with any political party (Although we may agree and support policies and legislation in support of the adoption of
identity systems.
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MOBILE IDs
Poised to Transform
Citizen Services
By Joby Mathew, Sales Director Africa, HID Global Government Identity Solutions

A shift in the use of trusted identity technology is changing the way citizens interact
with government agencies and systems. In addition to transforming how citizens
register for programs and access payments and services, this shift also presents
an opportunity for emerging economies like Africa to quickly bridge an
identification gap that has inhibited their socioeconomic and political development.
According to the GSMA report, “The Mobile Economy – Africa 2016,” the inability to
prove identity prevents citizens from accessing a wide range of services, asserting rights,
or fully participating in the digital and analog worlds.
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The identification gap is particularly acute in Africa, which the
report says has more than 400 million people who lack an official
ID– the highest proportion of a total population of any region.
At the same time, though, Africa’s entire economy has become
increasingly mobile, which offers the potential to issue a digital
identity to citizens in all African nations.
One example of this potential was demonstrated in a Nigerian
pilot program to evaluate the use of mobile IDs on smartphones
alongside secure physical ID cards. With smartphone adoption
among Nigeria’s 170 million citizens increasing exponentially,
the goal was to harness this growth and simplify how vehicles
are registered and ownership is verified in the field. Deployed
in 2016 by HID Global in partnership with Media Concepts of
Lagos, Nigeria, the pilot solution enabled mobile IDs to be issued
through the Nigerian Police Biometric Central Motor Registry
(BCMR) vehicle registration card program. The smartphones
issued to the Nigerian Police were used as mobile readers to
verify a vehicle owner’s ID, and to provide real-time access to
reliable accident, crime or insurance information on the vehicle.

The identification gap is particularly acute in Africa, which
the report says has more than 400 million people who lack
an official ID.

The BCMR pilot capabilities were enabled by the HID goID™
platform powered by Seos®, the HID Global technology that
adds trust to identities to securely transmit and store data on
mobile phones. HID Global’s goID™ platform delivers the
secure infrastructure to allow citizen IDs to be safely and rapidly
provisioned to and authenticated on a smartphone. Rapid
issuance was particularly important for the BCMR pilot because
it enables citizens to take instant possession of their vehicle
registration, with the added convenience of being able to carry
multiple IDs for multiple vehicles on one smartphone. Solutions
like that piloted with the BCMR, can be integrated directly into
a government program’s current enrollment process, allowing a
seamless migration to mobile IDs.
There are some key prerequisites for any program that
enables instant over-the-air credential provisioning and
streamlined access to cloud-based government information
services. The first prerequisite is that all transactions related to
issuing, managing and presenting mobile IDs using smartphones
are secure and trustworthy. Another prerequisite is that all
transactions must be conducted in a closed-circuit environment
protected by end-to-end encryption. Also critical is the ability
to operate offline and with privacy protections. In the case of
the BCMR pilot, this meant police officers needed the ability to
verify the identity of an owner and vehicle, even when in areas
of restricted or no network coverage. The solution also needed to
offer channel-agnostic options, rather than having to physically
relinquish smartphones to police officers. This is important for

any citizen ID program where a mobile ID must be presented to
law enforcement, border agents, transportation security officials
or other government representatives.

Leveraging Card and Mobile ID Co-Existence
For those deploying mobile ID solutions, it is important to
understand the value of a having both a physical and mobile ID
working together to protect a citizen’s identity. In fact, having
both a physical and a mobile credential can help to:
•
•
•
•

Provide better, faster, more efficient access to government
services
Safeguard privacy by protecting access to personal data
Improve mobility by using widely interoperable credentials
across both physical and logical domains
Establish trust between the government issuing the digital
identity and the cardholder

Together, physical and mobile IDs can present a highly secure,
highly personalized ID that cannot be easily counterfeited,
providing significant cost savings to the governments that
deploy them. Governments can continue to use smartcards
where greater levels of security are required, such as national
IDs, voter registration cards and refugee cards. Physical cards
are an ideal solution in these applications because they can be
easily customized, country-by-country, including adding several
in- and on-card security features.
Indeed, co-existence can be the best path to the highest levels
of security and convenience, as citizen IDs are used in a growing
range of government applications. For instance, physical cards
and mobile IDs can work together as part of a total multi-factor
authentication solution. Tri-factor authentication processes can
blend physical and mobile security, only granting access to a user
after he or she successfully presents several separate pieces of
evidence, notably knowledge specific to that user (something
they know, such as a password or phrase); possession (something
they have, such as a physical card); and inherent data (something
they are, such as a registered fingerprint that can be read by a
biometric scanner).
According to the aforementioned GSMA report, 46 percent
of the population in Africa subscribed to mobile services at the
end of 2015, equivalent to more than half a billion people, and
over the next five years, an additional 168 million people will
be connected to mobile services on the way to reaching 725
million unique subscribers by 2020. Those selected nations in
Africa with a limited physical ID card infrastructure, but rapidly
growing mobile adoption, can reap significant benefits from
mobile IDs. The technology offers citizens the option to carry
a mobile ID on a smartphone to easily prove their identity and
securely authenticate to government services.
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INNOVATION and
FLEXIBILITY
for the AFRICAN
CONTINENT
An interview with Dirk Melzer, Melzer maschinenbau

Silicon Trust met up with Dirk Melzer of the family-run business Melzer
maschinenbau, to find out more about why this “Made in Germany” brand has
managed to stay successful in a slow-moving market and with plenty of competitors
worldwide.

Mr. Melzer, your company has been at the forefront
of innovation when it comes to specialized machine
construction. What are the drivers behind this success?
DM: Well, for 60 years now, MELZER has been serving customers
all over the world with tailor-made solutions. Our clients appreciate
the flexibility, reliability, experience and competence of our team,
which in turn ensures that the customer requirements are turned
into high quality machines. All of the design, manufacturing and
the assembly of our machines, parts and components are done
in-house to the highest standards. Combined with the company’s
f lexibility, this enables MELZER to quickly analyse special
requirements and turn them into high quality solutions.

MELZER is an exhibitor at the ID4Africa conference and
exhibition. What is your expectation?
DM: There are some very dynamic ID projects being discussed
and implemented in many different countries on the African
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continent. Melzer is well positioned to help governments turn
their visions into reality. Our approach is no different than with
all our markets: quality and reliability. Without it, no ID system
is truly sustainable. During ID4Africa we are hoping to have
good discussions with delegates and partners to strengthen our
relationships in this exciting market.

Which markets are you targeting with your machines?
DM: Our modular designed machines are being used to
manufacture highly precise and very sophisticated multi-layer
products for the pharmaceutical, automotive, telecommunication,
microelectronic, public transport, printing and many other
industries. In terms of products, this includes the production
of plastic cards, chip cards, RFID cards and inlays, NID cards,
e-passports, e-visa-stickers and RFID labels.

What is MELZER’s mission?
DM: The worldwide success of MELZER is the motivation to
continuously improve quality, reliability and cost-effectiveness
of our products, while achieving higher levels of performance. So,
really, anticipating the latest developments and doing whatever it
takes to serve customers’ needs is MELZER’s mission

How does MELZER serve the market for secure ID solutions?
DM: We offer flexible production solutions for the next generation
of multiple ID and security documents that, according to ICAO
standard, are provided with contactless technologies. Thanks
to the modular and compatible design of each machine series,
individual solutions can be created out of the existing components.

This not only saves development time, but makes each MELZER
production line a reliable and future-proof investment. Whether
e-passport, e-NID, e-driving licences or e-visa sticker – all RFID
documents have an inlay that can be produced on MELZER M4
machines.
For e-passport holder page production, e-NID cards and
all other RFID data carriers made of plastic and being in ID-1,
ID-2 and ID-3 format, the MELZER card lamination line offers
the ideal production environment. Short cycle times are easy on
materials and electronics and the highest precision and process
stability ensure an absolutely reliable production of high-end
RFID products. Also for producing e-passport covers and e-visa
stickers MELZER offers special solutions that can be adjusted to
the requirements.
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Is AFRICA ready for
multi-app schemes
with BIOMETRIC
AUTHENTICATION?
By Adam Ross and Klaus Schmeh, cryptovision

Using an electronic identity card for payment, while not a classic eID application, makes for an
interesting use case. Even public sector eID issuing authorities, which are usually focused on border
identification and access to electronic government services, are now extending their vision to include
payment functionality. But what is this enticing factor of the ID / Payment combination? Is it that by
adding payment functionality, it makes a card more attractive for its owner and thus increase usage
and acceptance? After all, paying for goods and services is an everyday process, while identifying
oneself with an identity document or logging into an e-government service happens infrequently.
Additionally, the payment functionality in an eID card would be heavily promoted by the issuing
banks, who could use the identity card as a financial inclusion mechanism for the largely unbanked
population in Africa and in the process gain millions of eID card owners as new customers.

More security is required
Identity theft and other security threats are on the rise in many
countries in Africa. The South African Social Security Agency
(SASSA) has gone on record, stating that the South African system
“has seen the worst form of abuse and theft.” For the SASSA the
solution lies in biometrics: “biometric verification must be at
the center of recipient authentication as advised by the Taylor
Committee report in 2002 and (..) will not back down on this
requirement.” 1
It should not come as a surprise that the major credit card
companies are currently working on defining and implementing
biometric authentication solutions. In summer 2016, Visa,

Mastercard, and the Payments Association of South Africa (PASA)
officially launched a biometric authentication standard to ensure
that cardholders have access to the same biometric services across
South Africa’s financial sector. Around the same time, the FIDO
Alliance authentication standards consortium teamed up with
EMVCo to develop chip card standards, which could incorporate
biometric technology. Studies support these efforts; according
to a Mastercard study on the “Impact of Innovation”, released in
September 2016, more than half of South African respondents said
they would prefer to authenticate themselves with a fingerprint
rather than a PIN when paying with a bank card. The study also
showed that consumers across South Africa, Egypt and Kenya
are largely seeking faster, more secure and smarter methods of
payment for a range of transactions.2

1 http://www.planetbiometrics.com/article-details/i/5603/desc/official-insists-biometrics-needed-for-south-african-welfare/
2 http://www.biometricupdate.com/201610/mastercard-study-reveals-african-consumers-seek-more-digital-services
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Biometrics standard on smartphones

Next generation multi-application schemes

Biometric technology is well suited to act as a second factor for
secure authentication. Especially, as with the arrival of more and
more handsets that support fingerprinting and other standards,
the mobile user is constantly exposed to the benefits and usability
of the technology. This provides a real opportunity: according to a
report on Africa’s mobile economy, issued by the GSMA in 2016,
the number of smartphone connections across the continent has
almost doubled in the last two years, reaching 226 million.
And although online payment is not one of the major problems
in Africa, the trend to use biometrics for online authentication
is certainly interesting for African countries. Crucially, this
technology will be used to reduce overall fraud:

Thanks to these developments, deploying eID payment systems
that are secured by some form of biometric authentication seems
to be a logical next step in Africa. Many African countries have
already launched such eID cards. The following list names the
most important ones:

•

•

•

Biometric protection with proof-of-life ability can reduce
or even eliminate ghost benefit collection, which is a known
problem in Africa. Fingerprint verification with livefinger detection guarantees benefit remuneration only to
beneficiaries who are alive.
Point of sale fraud is reduced with multi-factor verification at
time of transaction, including verification of eID holder with
printed portrait, fingerprint verification, and PIN knowledge.
Converged eID documents are key to government cost savings.
A single card can be used to verify an identity for multiple
purposes, like reduced voter fraud.

•

•

•

Nigeria: The Nigerian national eID card is a multi-application
electronic identity card with a pre-paid payment function
provided by Mastercard. It supports fingerprint biometric
identification.
Kenya: Kenya’s Huduma eID card solution combines an
international Mastercard payment application, two local
payment applications, and an identiﬁcation application with
biometric authentication.
South Africa: The South African social security agency has
issued cards supporting Mastercard debit payments protected
with biometry. This card, which is issued to social grant
beneficiaries to collect social benefit, supports fingerprint
and voice recognition. 10 million cards have been issued since
2012

Multi-application eID and Payment schemes could use this
growing infrastructure to enable users to securely access services,
both with ID cards and through their mobiles.

cryptovision
Cryptovision is a world-leading specialist for electronic identity solutions. More than 150 million
people worldwide make use of cryptovision products every day in such diverse sectors as automotive, financial, government, industry, and retails. Based on its 17 year market experience and
broad background in modern cryptographic techniques, such as Elliptic Curve Cryptography, all
cryptovision products provide the most state-of-the-art and future-proof technologies.
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INTRODUCING THE SILICON TRUST
THE SILICON TRUST

SILICON TRUST PARTNERS

THE INDUSTRY'S PREMIER SILICON BASED

Partners of the Silicon Trust are a vital element of the program.
The partners represent all aspects of the value chain and are
international representatives of the ID industry. They all share one
common goal – to create awareness, to educate and to promote
the need for silicon-based security technologies.

SECURITY PARTNER PROGRAM
The Silicon Trust is a well-established marketing program for smart
card solutions with high visibility in the worldwide government
and identification (ID) markets. With over 30 companies along
the value chain, the Silicon Trust forms a strong community of
likeminded companies.
THE SILICON TRUST PROGRAM FOCUSES
PRIMARILY ON:
•

Educating government decision makers about technical
possibilities of ID systems and solutions

•

Development and implementation of marketing material and
educational events

•

Bringing together leading players from the public and private
sectors with industry and government decision makers

•

Identifying the latest ID projects, programs and technical
trends

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
The Executive Council has been the steering committee of the
Silicon Trust since 2008. It drives the Silicon Trust by defining the
topics and directions of the program’s publications, workshops
and meetings.

ADVISORY BOARD
The Silicon Trust Advisory Board supports the Executive Council
in defining the direction of the program in terms of public policy
and scientific relevance.
UNITED

E

a n y t i m e - a n y w h e r e
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SILICON TRUST

LONDON FORUM

ON LATEST TRENDS &
DEVELOPMENTS IN SECURE ID

FREE OF CHARGE
REGISTER SOON ON
www.silicon-trust.com

FOCUS IN 2017: SECURE ID - MOBILE, OPEN & INTEROPERABLE
Experts at the 2017 London Forum will be looking at the

transform a verification scheme into a multi-purpose platform

latest developments in the area of mobile ID as well as the

for citizens to carry out financial transaction as well as access

exciting segment of multi-application ID schemes.

government services.

The migration from card to mobile, or the co-existence of

More than one stakeholder in any card scheme makes data

complimentary mobile and card-based schemes for public

handling and other high security processes more complex.

sector applications is an ongoing challenge for government

Therefore, from a standardization point, multi-application

and system integrators alike. At the core of all considerations

schemes should be designed to be as flexible and interoperable

must be the added value for the citizen, be it in the form of

as possible when it comes to implementations.

more convenience, added security or additional day-to-day
functionality.

Participants will debate the advantages of using open
standard instead of closed-loop approaches for schemes,

The same goes for so-called multi-application schemes:

which combine ID with payment, social benefits or public

adding a payment functionality to national ID cards can

transportation.

JUNE 26TH 2017, 1PM – 5PM, 1 BIRDCAGE WALK, WESTMINSTER, LONDON SW1H 9JJ
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MTCOS® - ID CHIP SOLUTIONS
FOR eGOVERNMENT APPLICATIONS

• High Security Operating System (MTCOS®), e.g. ePassports, eIDs, eHealth cards
• Independent worldwide supplier
• More than 65 eID-document references
• Up to EAL5+ Common Criteria certiﬁed on a unique variety of chip platforms
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